**Executive Summary**

**DIFTAR** (in Arabic, means the Economic Circle of the Virtues of Digital Education) is an educational program developed by the ICMAAE Institute and the CLM Foundation, and based on digital learning and its applications in the frame of the [17 SDG](https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/). The program aims to bring methods, hard and soft skills to children living in a numeric exclusion zone, to help them bringing solutions to the issues encountered on the economic, social, and territorial integration levels. The learning of digital publishing and NTIC tools is the opportunity to teach the children collaborative work methods and project management using LEAN and AGILE methods, and in the meantime to get them used to self-training and learning (Peer Learning).

The pedagogy of **DIFTAR** is essentially based on the integration of the specificities of the local space in a logic of digital economy. The goal is to bring out a circular economy based on knowledge, which will allow for example the youths of Beni Ayatt to offer services to large companies (computer code, marketing, writing, ...) that continuously strengthens the experience and competence of young children while creating economic value that participates in the development of the community.

**DIFTAR** is based on a fivefold didactic approach:

1. Sports and values (a healthy mind in a healthy body + Team Spirit);
2. Permaculture (Culture from Agriculture);
3. Language classes (communicate and open up to the world)
4. Education and Awareness around sustainable development goals for the local zone
5. NTIC with practical solutions guidance.

The first center was launched in Beni Ayatt Morocco with a promotion of 364 children and 8 coaches dedicated.

**KEY IMPACT INDICATORS**

2 Digital Teaching Centers in Morocco

364 Children aged 7 to 21 benefiting from the program

+30 Pedagogical Modules taught
A school whose ambition is to prepare young people to face global challenges, the very ones that previous generations have failed to meet.
Empowerment Communities
Infrastructures conducive to a fertile educational field.
Culture through Agriculture.
A Holy Spirit in a Holy Body.

Partnerships:
MESURES & IMPACT

« The Coding Class »

Educational Partner :

EDRAAK

OPENCLASSROOMS
MESURES & IMPACT

«The Studio»

© L'institut de Connaissance des Méthodes d'Apprentissages Autonomes et d'Eveil (ICMAAE)
A Workspace for Tech4Good
A look towards the future
MESURES & IMPACT

17 SDG Knowledge & Expertise

Langage courses Partner :

MOSAlingua
Teamwork - Lean and Agile Management
MESURES & IMPACT

Hard and Soft Skills
Digital productions are part of the ACHIEVEMENTS
And finally the most important:
THE JOY